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Dear delegates,

Welcome to the Portuguese National MUN Conference (NMUNC)!
We are thrilled to have counted with your presence in the first edition of the NMUNC, which was held
at the NOVA Lisbon School of Law, in Lisbon, Portugal.
In a world where globalization is the reality and the major issues are no longer of a single State, but a
concern to all, only through international cooperation, achieved through international organizations
such as the United Nations, can we truly solve today’s problems and challenges.
It is with this understanding that initiatives such as MUN gain in today’s world an importance that
could have never been foreseen. Through MUN, young people all over the world come together and
discuss ideas, opinions and solutions to worldwide problems.
Yes, this is a simulation of the United Nations, and in the end, the Resolution that passed on the last
day of the conference will not, in reality, be adopted by the Member States. But we need to remind ourselves that the young people of today will be the leaders of tomorrow, and through MUN these future
leaders will have gained knowledge, experience, awareness of the contemporary issues and the understanding of what is, and what can be achieved through, international cooperation.

These young delegates will be active citizens in their societies, and will have practiced their communication and negotiation skills. They will truly comprehend the notion and value of teamwork, compromise, collaboration, respect.
All this, while still having fun and enjoying themselves, in a setting with people from different backgrounds and experiences. With new experiences comes personal growth and friends for life.
Delegates, this, and much more, is what we hope to bring to you through MUN, starting with this first
edition of the NMUNC.
It is with great pleasure that we welcomed you all and we hope to see you in future editions!

We wish you fruitful debates, riveting exchange of ideas, crazy socials and a new found love and enthusiasm for MUN!
Best regards,

Sara Ferreira
President of the LisboMUN Association

José Pedro Paiva
President of AEFDUNL

The National MUN Conference

The Portuguese National MUN Conference is a MUN conference held in Portugal with a national scope,
as the name indicates. It is aimed at all university students currently studying in Portugal.
A conference by students, for students, its aim is to promote the MUN culture in Portugal, with the hope
of future national and international editions.
The conference took place in NOVA Law School between 07-08 October 2017.
In this first edition of the NMUNC, the Third Committee of the General Assembly “Social, Humanitarian
and Cultural” was simulated, with the topic “Use of mercenaries and the violation of human rights in a
context of conflict”.
In the next pages, you can find more information regarding the schedule of the conference, the side
events, socials, award policy and directions to the Hosting University, besides some statistics of the participants.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to ask! You can contact us at conference@lisbomun.pt. We are
here to help and ensure you have an amazing time at NMUNC!

Committee & Topic

Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee
Use of mercenaries and the violation of human rights in a context of
conflict

Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee
The Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee, also known as SOCHUM, was established in 1945 and is the
third committee of the UN. This Committee is responsible to discuss the full spectrum of international issues covered by the UN Charter. In 1948, when Eleanor Roosevelt was speaking to the General Assembly, she pointed out
one of the greatest achievements of this committee—its contribution for the creation of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights: “We stand today at the threshold of a great event both in the life of the United Nations and in
the life of mankind, that is the approval by the General Assembly of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
recommended by the Third Committee.” Since General Assembly allocates to this Committee some of the most
controversial agenda items related to social, humanitarian affairs and Human Rights, its function is to examine
Human Rights questions, including reports of the special procedures of the Human Rights Council.
This Committee also discusses very important subjects such as the promotion of fundamental freedoms; the eradication of discrimination, racism and xenophobia; the emancipation of Women and the progress of their rights;
the rights of Children and their protection; Indigenous issues and the right of Self-determination and, one of the
most discussed topics that still looks for a solution, the treatment of the Refugees.
SOCHUM is also responsible for debating important social development questions related to family, youth and
ageing, persons with disabilities, crime prevention, criminal justice and international drug control.
In short, SOCHUM is one of the most important committees from the UN and its mission is to enlarge the respect
of the Human Rights worldwide. SOCHUM has in mind that the world is made by people, for people, with their
differences and similarities and, of course, they all have to be treated equally regardless of their culture, ethnicity,
gender and background.

Committee & Topic

Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee
Use of mercenaries and the violation of human rights in a context of
conflict

Use of mercenaries and the violation of human rights in a context of conflict
War and armed conflict are topics that are always on the International Agenda, not only due political interests and
aspirations that are behind some interventions but also because the terrible consequences that it may cause to civilians, especially children and women who are often the most vulnerable victims of these conflicts.
The use of Mercenaries during armed conflict is something that has been discussed for decades in the UN. It is
such a wide phenomenon that General Assembly approved, on December 4th, 1989, the “International Convention
against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries”. This Convention was a wake up call to some
of the social aspects that were and are important political concerns in the field of International Law such as sovereign equality, political independence, territorial integrity of States and self-determination of peoples.
Mercenaries are people that supply the existing forces with technology, military equipment and tactics. They can
act individually or in groups, and they have the capacity to attract and sell their services to the highest bidder with
their meticulous techniques and military knowledge. Today, the system has been refurbished and States are the
main actors of an alarming reality: they buy and sell soldiers from one another and take control of the Mercenaries’
trade. It is also common to see Private Security Companies (PSC) that sell a range of military services and provide
military support.
Mercenaries are often used on three different types of situations. The first is when Mercenaries support one side
during an international armed conflict. The second is when Mercenaries are used to intervene in internal conflicts
to help third States to achieve their goals. Both first and second situations can cause lots of problems in International Law because it violates the right of self-determination recognized on the UN Charter (article 1). The third
situation happens when Mercenaries are employed to execute changing of Government using violent techniques.
Obviously it can be very threatening to small countries that have valuable natural resources since they are much
more susceptible to the intervention of Mercenaries in their territory.
In addition, Mercenaries’ activities, especially Private Security Guards, can cause terrible damages to civilians since
they often disrespect the most elementary Human Rights. The biggest concern is that these crimes are often
“forgotten”, once Mercenaries that violate Human Rights have not been sanctioned or brought before a court to be
judged. These situations cause disastrous consequences that States themselves are often unable to solve. Only the
international community has the power to face this reality, but how? This is the topic of discussion of our debate.

Rules of Procedure, Help & Study Guides
Rules of Procedure and help guides
The Rules of Procedure (RoP) are the rules that regulate the way the debate is conducted and how it will proceed in
the committees. MUN is an exercise of simulation of the UN, and as such the debate is governed by specific rules
that delegates are expected to study before the conference.
The RoP for the NMUNC 2017 can be found here.
You can find below some Guides that were made available to delegates for the NMUNC 2017:
• Rules of Procedure: Explained
• Position Paper Guide
• Draft Resolutions Guide

Study guides
Study Guides are documents prepared by the Chairs of the committee (who will moderate the debate) in order to
give delegates some orientation as to how to address the topic.
You can find the Study Guide for the topic simulated, “Use of mercenaries and the violation of human rights in a
context of conflict” here.

Location
The NMUNC was held at NOVA School of Law (Faculdade de Direito da Universidade Nova de Lisboa)

Subway | São Sebastião (Blue / Red Line)
Bus | 16, 56, 58, 726, 746

NOVA Law School

Schedule
DAY 1 | 7 OCTOBER

DAY 2 | 7 OCTOBER

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us, at conference@lisbomun.pt.

Opening Ceremony
The Opening Ceremony marked the official beginning of the NMUNC. In this ceremony, we had speeches by the
Organizing team, as well as a keynote speech.
As a keynote speaker, we were honoured to have Ms. Virgínia Brás Gomes, Independent expert on the UN
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
The Opening Ceremony was held in Anf. A at 11:30h (day 1). Attendance by all participants was mandatory.

Virgínia Brás Gomes

Independent expert on the UN Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

In addition to a career in public administration, being currently a Senior Social Policy Advisor in the General Directorate for
Social Security in Portugal, Ms. Virgínia Brás Gomes is an independent expert on the UN Committee on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights. She is the present Chair of the Committee, having also served as vice-chair in 2009-2010 and as Rapporteur in
2013-2014.

The Opening Ceremony was held in Anf. A at 17:00h (day 2). Attendance by all participants is mandatory.

Closing Ceremony
The Closing Ceremony marked the official end of the first edition of the NMUNC. In this ceremony, the
awards are announced and given to the winners, according to our award policy.

The awards are decided by the chairs of the respective Committee, with the approval by the Organisation (see
Awards).

Side Events
Besides the debate, during the NMUNC we had several other events catered to our participants.

“RoP Workshop” – Day 1 09:15-10:00h
A workshop about the Rules of Procedure (RoP) was given, in order to clarify and answer any questions participants might had about how the debate proceess and the RoP.
This workshop is not mandatory, but we strongly recommended participants to attend in order to clear up any
questions before the debate!
The workshop was held in Room 003 at 09:15h.

“How to Get Involved” – Day 1 10:15-10:45h
A presentation about how to get involved and participate in the LisboMUN Association and MUN was also given.
The presentation is also not mandatory.
Would you like to do more MUN? Do you want to be a part of the LisboMUN Association? Here we explained how
you can do that and we answered any questions you may have had.
You can also find more information on how to get involved with the LisboMUN Association here. You can also always contact us at info@lisbomun.pt.
The presentation was held in Room 003 at 10:15h.

Brunch & Booths – Day 1 09:00-11h30h
During the morning when the registration of participants took place, “Brunch & Booths” also happened.
During this time, a number of companies and non-profit organisations were present, in order for participants to
have the possibility of obtaining information and ask any questions to these entities.
The event was held in Room 007 from 09:00 to 11h30h.
Here are the entities which were in the event:

Side Events
Social (pub crawl) – Day 1 20:30-00:00h
The NMUNC also organised a pub crawl at the end of the first day of the conference.
The pub crawl is not mandatory. It had an additional cost of 2,5€ to the conference fee.
We invited all participants to go, so participants can interact amongst themselves in a more relaxed setting
(besides getting to see Lisbon at night!)

The bars
Meeting Point -» Largo Camões at 22h00
Pensão Amor (Rua do Alecrim, 19) -» O Bom, o Mau e o Vilão (Rua do Alecrim, 21) -» Cais de Quatro (Travessa dos
Remolares, 48) -» Giv Lowe (Praça de S. Paulo, 13/15) -» Quero-te no Cais (Rua dos Remolares, 41) -» British Bar
(Rua Bernardino Costa, 52/54)

Cocktail– Day 2 16:00-17:00h
As the last side event before the end of the conference we offered all participants a cocktail, in order to give all participants the opportunity to network in a unique and more relaxed setting before the Closing Ceremony.
The cocktail was held in Room 007 at 16:00h.

The Participants
Who participated?
We were delighted to have counted with so many participants for the 1st edition of the NMUNC.
With over 25 university students from 14 different universities, it was a conference with a truly national scope, with
participants from Lisbon, Porto and Coimbra (we even had some international students that were doing their Erasmus in Portugal!).

Delegates of the 1st edition of the NMUNC 2017

Photos and videos of the conference
The NMUNC had photo and video coverage of the entire event.
For the oficial photos of the NMUNC, click here.
For the oficial recap video of the NMUNC, click here.

Awards
Best Position Paper Award
The author of the best Position Paper receives the “Best Position Paper Award”. For the NMUNC 2017, the winner
was Lucas Battistello Espindola, representing the delegation of Brazil.

Lucas Battistello Espindola, winner of the “Best Position Paper Award”,
receiving the award from the LisboMUN Association and AEFDUNL.

Diplomacy Award
A Diplomacy Award is also given to the participant that stands out in their respective committee. This participant
should be someone that embodies the spirit of diplomacy, dialogue and cooperation of the UN in order for the
works within their committee to be fruitful.
The participant has to be a leader in their committee, managing to reach a consensus and working to pass a resolution, leading the negotiation and being able to assert their country’s position through small concessions that do not
compromise it.
For the NMUNC 2017, the winner was Iva Ramuš, representing the delegation of Russian Federation.

Lucas Battistello Espindola, winner of the “Best Position Paper Award”,
receiving the award from the LisboMUN Association and AEFDUNL.

The awards are decided by the chairs of the respective Committee, with the approval by the Organisation.

Organisers
The Lisbon Model United Nations Association (LisboMUN Association) is the responsible entity for the initiative and organization of the National MUN Conference, in partnership with Associação de Estudantes da Faculdade de Direito da Universidade Nova de Lisboa (AEFDUNL) (NOVA Lisbon School of Law Student Union) and
with the support of NOVA School of Law (FDUNL).

Lisbon Model United Nations Association
The LisboMUN Association is the first MUN society in Portugal. The LisboMUN Association is a non-profit association for young people, created and run by university students, that is dedicated to promote the dynamics of the
United Nations Organizations among young people. Its mission is to promote and establish a MUN culture in Portugal, as well as the discussion of current International issues and affairs.
This association is the result of a global movement, MUN, which is equally developed by local groups in over 100
countries and which counts with the participation of top universities such as Harvard, ETH and Oxford.

Associação de Estudantes da Faculdade de Direito
da Universidade Nova de Lisboa
The AEFDUNL is the representative organ of the students of NOVA Lisbon School of Law. Besides having a vast
experience in the organizations of several events, such as the II Congress of European Labour Law, which included
a vast scientific panel of renowned scholars from all of Europe, it also has stood out as the student union in Portugal which has consistently promoted MUN as way of valuing the university student.
AEFDUNL has annually organized a MUN conference, the only conference of its kind on a annual basis, and this
year it celebrated a partnership with LisboMUN to organise the NMUNC.

NOVA Law School
The NOVA Law School (in Portuguese, Faculdade de Direito da Universidade Nova de Lisboa (FDUNL)) is one the
most prestigious law schools in Portugal. Besides focusing in the quality education of the future jurists of Portugal,
it has continuously supported and incentivized activities that allow their students, and the academic community in
general, to prepared to the job market and develop their soft skills whilst still in the academic environment, such as
moot courts and MUN.

National MUN Conference 2017

